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(54) DIsforfIon-free switching signal mixer

(57) An AM-nrxxluIated carrier signal is converted to

a lower canier frequency through mbdng with a square

wave local oscillator signal. A field-effect transistor (11)

chops tfie modulated signal according to the square

v.wo signal so that a chopped or sarrpled version of the

modulated signal Is created without passing the signal

through a semiconductor Junction. A filter (13) then

selects the desired mixing product* Thus, a distortion

free mixing of the signal Is obtained using low cost com-

ponents including a JFET switch and a square wave

output from a microcontroller.
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Description

TTie present invention relates In general to a nuxer

for shifting an information signal in frequency, and more

spedncaily to a low-cost chopper mixer without any dis- 5

tortion caused by passing the signal through a semicon-

ductor junction.

Signal mixers are utilised in superheterodyne

receivers to shift the frequency of an Information signal.

An original signal, such as a broadcast radio frequency

(RF) signal received by an antenna. Is shifted to a pre-

determined frequency where the infomfiab'cn signal is

filtered to remove adjacent signals and image products.

A typical intermediate frequency (IF) used in an AM
tuner (s 450 kHz.

Audio systen^, including radio receivers, are

increasingly enploying digital processing of audio sig-

nals to provide enhanced audio perfontiance end low

cost. In order to digitally process an analog signal such

as an AM IF signal, the signal nrtust be digitised in an

analog-to^igital converter. However, the cost of an ana-

log-to^gital corrverter becomes higher when high fre-

quency analog signals are to be converted. Therefore,

an AM IF signal must be first reduced In frequency to a

sufficiently low value to permit easy digital conversion of

the signal. However, tt Is not desirat)le to merely reduce

the frequency at which the IF signal Is originally pro-

duced because a higher Intermediate frequency is nec-

essary to provide proper image r^ection.

Furthemiore. it serves the objective of producing a

low cost receiver to use the low cost integrated circuits

which are available enploying the standard IF fre-

quency of 450 kHz.

In one aspect, the present invention provides a

mixer for heterodyning an infomiation signal and a

square wave signal. A chopper Junction receives the

information signal. A fiefd-cffoct transictcr h.av!ng first

and second Input/output terminals and a control tern^-

nal has its first input/output terminal connected to the

chopper junction. A second Input/output terminal is con-

nected to ground, and the control terminal is connected

to receive the square wave signal so that the field-effect

transistor chops the information signal In accordance

with the square wave. An output filter has an input cou-

pled to the chopper junction and has a frequency char-

acteristic for selecting a desired mixing product of the

mixer. The mixer shifts the information signal and fre-

quency without passing the information signal through a

semiconductor junction.

The present invention has the advantage of provid-

ing a low cost circuit to mix a relatively high intermediate

frequency to a dovm-converted intermediate frequency

without introducing distortion into the information signal.

In the case of a digital radio receiver, lower cost anatog-

toKiigrtal converters can be employed to digitise the

down-converted intermediate frequency, white using a

minimum number of additional parts.

The invention will now be described further, by way

of exanrple, with reference to the accompanying draw-

2

ings. in which:

Fgure 1 is a block diagram showing a chopper

based mixer according to the present Invention.

Rgure 2 shows an information signal prior to mix-

ing.

Figure 3 shows a square wave mixing signal,

Rgure 4 shows a chopped information signal.

Figure 5 shows a frequency-shifted Information sig-

nal after the chopped signal is lowpass filtered,

Rgure 6 shows a block diagram of a radio receiver

incorporating the present invention, and

Rgure 7 is a schematic diagram showing the chop-

per-based signal mixer of the present invention in

greater detail,

Rg. 1 shows a signal mixer 10 receiving an Informa-

tion signal as an Input and producing a frequency

shifted signal as an output. The ntixing function is per-

formed without aeating distortion because the informa-

tion signal Is never passed through any senr^conductor

junction which would otherwise be a source of distor-

tion. Instead, a P-channel Junction field effect transistor

(JFET) "chops" or "samples' the Information signal

according to a square wave signal which performs the

function of a local osdllator signal. The JFET has first

and second input/output terminals approximating a

switch to produce either a near open circuit or a near

short circuit between the terminals.

Mixer 10 includes a JFET 11. The information sig-

nal is passed through a passive attenuator/filter 12 and

is coupled to the source ternoinal of JFET 11. The gate

temiinal of JFET 1 1 is coupled to the square wave local

oscillator signal. The drain terminal of JFET 11 is con-

nected to ground. JFET 1 1 is a P-channel JFET in tfie

illustrated embodiment, although other types of FETs

can be used. The source terminal of JFET 1 1 1s further

connected to the input of a lowpass-fitter 13.

In operation, JFET 1 1 1s switched on and off by the

square wave signal which chops the infomnation signal

at the rate of the square wave signal. Thus, the mixer

effectively multiplies the infonnation signal with a

square wave having a value ofT when the JFET Is off

and *'0* when the JFET is on. thereby producing signals

at tfie sum and difference frequencies as in any nuxing

operation. In the present invention, mixing is performed

witiiout passing the signal through any senrtlconductor

Junction. The output signal Is then passed through filter

13 so tiiat only the desired mixing product (e.g.. the dif-

ference signal) Is passed to the output of the mixer.

In a digital system, a square wave oscillator signal

is easily producible at almost any desired frequency, for

example, a microprocessor clock circuit may provide the

basis for an appropriate oscillator signal. Mixing circuit

10 can thus be Implemented at low cost since only a few

simple components are required.

Rg. 2 shows an anplitude modulated Infornration

signal prior to input to the mixer. For exanrple. an AM IF

signal may have a frequency of 450 kHz and a variable
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3 EP0 789 449 A2 4

amplHude which encodes the information (e.g., audio

signal) as shewn by the signal envelope.

Fig. 3 shows a square wave signal for mixing with

the Information signal of Rg. 2. The square wave signal

has a 50% duty cycle and has a frequency different from 5

the frequency of the Information signal by an amount

equal to the desired final frequency of the frequency

shifted signal. For example, a local oscillator square

wave signal of 459.5 kHz can be used to produce a fre-

quency-shifted signal at 9.5 kHz.

Rg. 4 illustrates the chopped information signal

appearing at the source terminal of JFET 11 in Fig. 1.

When JFET 11 Is off, the chopped signal In Rg. 4

equals the original information signal. When JFET 1 1 is

on. the signal in Rg. 4 equals approximately 0 volts due

to a low impedance connection to ground through JFET
1 1 and due to the front end impedance provided by filter

12.

Rg. 5 shows the frequency-shifted signal after out-

put filtering in filter 13 so that the frequency shifted sig-

nal encodes the same Information envelope but using a

much lower carrier frequency. Thus, the analog fre-

quency-shifted signal can be more easily digitised for

digital signal processing.

A radio receiver incorporating the present invention

is shown in Fig. 6. An antenna 20 picks up broadcast

signals and provides an RF signal to an analog tuner

21 . For example, the RF signal ntay be an AM broadcast

signal and analog tuner 21 may Include a double-mixing

AM tuner providing an AM IF output at 450k kHz. The

AM IF signal Is provided to a chopper rraxer 22 for down*

conversion. A microcontroller 23 which controls opera-

tion of the receiver co-ordinates operation of analog and

digital radio functions. Microcontroller 23 further

includes a pulse width modulated (PWM) output for pro-

viding a square wave signal at any selectable frequency.

In the preferred embodiment, the PWM square wave

signal has a Sot duty cycle and a frequency of 459.5

kHz.

A down-converted IF signal having a frequency of

9.5 kHz is provided from chopper mixer 22 to the input

of an analog-to-digital (A/D) converter 24. A digitised or

sampled version of the down-converted IF is provided to

a digital signal processor (DSP) 25 that performs

denxxiulation of tfie down-converted and digitised AM
IF signal. DSP 25 may also provide stereo detection,

such as CQUAM denxxfulation. The recovered Infonna-

tion signal Is provided from DSP 25 to the Input of a dig-

ital-to-analog (D/A) converter 26 for producing left and

right and front and rear audio signals.

Chopper mixer 22 is shown in more detail in Rg. 7.

Input filter 12 receives a 450 kHz IF signal at its input

terminal 30. A highpass filter conrprislng capadtors 31

and 34 and resistors 32. 33, and 35 reject undesirable

audio frequency components coming from the analog

tuner. A series resistor 36 provides an impedance of

about 30K ohms to provide attenuation and Isolation

between JFET 1 1 and the analog tuner (and more spe-

cifically to provide isolation between the local oscillator

square wave signal and the tuner). Thus, the output of

resistor 36 Is connected to the source terminal of JFET
11. The output of resistor 36 Is also coupled to ground

through a bias resistor 37.

The gate terminal of JFET 1 1 receives the square

wave PWM mixing signal via a terminal 40. A bias resis-

tor 41 is coupled between the gate terminal and ground.

The chopped output signal appearing at the source

terminal of JFET 11 is provided to the input of post-

mixer filter 1 3 through a coupling capacitor 45. RIter 1

3

Is preferably conprlsed of a two-stage active lowpass

filter including a pair of op amps 46 and 47. The non-

inverting input of op amp 46 receives the chopped Infor-

mation signal plus a bias voltage received through a

resistor 46 coupled to a fixed voltage of -fS volts. The

Inverting input of op amp 46 likewise receives a fixed 4-5

volt bias through a resistor 50. A feedback resistor 51

and a feedback capacitor 52 are connected In parallel

from the output of op amp 46 to the inverting input of op

anp 46. Power is supplied to op amp 46 at the junction

of a resistor S3 and capadtor 54 which are connected

between a 4-1 0 volt supply and ground.

The output of op amp 46 Is coupled to the Inverting

input of op amp 47 through a coupling resistor 55. The

non-inverting input of op amp 47 is connected to a +5

vdt SMpply. Feedback resistor 56 and feedback capad-

tor 57 are connected In parallel between the output of

op amp 47 and the inverting input of op amp 47. The

output of op amp 47 Is RC filtered by a resistor 60 and a

capacitor 61.

Active fitter 13 filters off bleed-through of local osdl*

lator signals induded In the JFET output signal and fil-

ters off unwanted mixing products. An active filter is

utilised in order to provkfe signal gain in order to match

the dynamic range of the output signal with the dynamic

range of the A/D converter. Thus, an AM IF signal of 450

kHz has been down-convertfld to an AM IF signal of 9.5

kHz.

1 . A mixer for heterodyning an Information signal and

a square wave signal, comprising:

a chopper junction (12) receiving said inbrma-

tion signal;

a field-effect transistor (11) having first and

second input/output terminals arKi a control ter-

minal, said first Input/output terminal being

connected to said chopper Junction (12), sakf

second input/output terminal being coupled to

ground, and said control terminal being con-

nected to receive said square wave signal so

that said field-effect transistor (11) chops said

infonnation signal in accordance with saM

square wave;

an output filter (13) having an input coupled to

said chopper junction, said output fitter (13)

having a frequency characteristic for selecting
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5 EP0789 449A2 6

a desired nixing prcxiuct of saki mixer; and wherein said field-effect transistor is comprised of a

wtiereb/ said mixer (1 0) sfiifts said information P<hanne! JFET.

signal in frequency without passing said infor-

mation signal through a semiconductor junc- 10. A method of shifting the frequency of an Infbrmat'on

tion. 5 signal, comprising the steps of:

2. A mixer as claimed in claim 1 , wherein said square

wave signal switches said field-effect transistor

between fully-on and fully-off states with a 50%
duty cycle. io

3. A mixer as claimed in claim 2, wherein said square

wave signal is generated under microprocessor

. control.

15

4. A nvxer as claimed in any preceding dalm, wherein

said informab'on signal is shifted down in frequency

and wherein said output filter Is comprised of a sec-

ond-order low pass filter.

20

5. A broadcast radio receiver comprlsTng: an Intemne-

diate frequency (IF) section generating an IF signal

from a radio frequency (RF) broadcast signal;

a chopper lunctlon receiving said IF signal;

osdllator means for generating a square wave sig- zs

nal having a fixed frequency not equal to a fre-

quency of said IF signal;

afield*effect transistor having first and sec-

ond input^output terminals and a control terntinal.

said first input/output terminal being connected to so

said chopper junction, said second input/output ter-

minal being coupled to ground, and said control ter-

minal being connected to said osdllator means to

receive said square wave signal so that said field-

effect transistor chops said IF signal tn accordance 55

with said square wave;

an output filter having an Input coupled to

said chopper junction, said output filter having a fre-

quency charactenstic for selecting a dcwn-con-

verted IF signal; «
an analog-to-digital converter digitising said

down-converted IF signal; and

a digital signal processor denxxlulating said

down-converted IF signal.

45

6. A receiver as daimed in daim 5, further comprising

a conditioning drcuit providing Isolation between

said IF section and said chopper junction.

7. A receiver as claimed In claim 5 or 6. wherein said so

output fitter is corrprised of a seoond-order low

pass filter.

8. A receiver as daimed In daim 5, 6 or 7, wherein

said osdllator means is comprised of a microproc- ss

essor generating said square wave signal from a

pulse width modulated output drcuit

9. A receiver as claimed in any one of claims 5 to 8,

generating said information signal having a first

frequency;

applying said infomnation signal to a chopping

junction;

generating a square wave signal having a sec-

ond frequency, said square wave signal osdl*

lating between first and second voltages

substantially at a 50% duty cyde;

chopping said Infomnation signal in response to

said square wave signal t>y shunting said Infor-

mation signal to ground when said square

wave signal Is at said first voltage and isolating

said information signal from said ground when

said square wave signal is at said second volt-

age; and

filtering said chopped information signal to

select said Information signal at a shifted fre-

quency.
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